2019 18U National Team Trials  
18U Stripes vs 18U Stars  
Aug 14, 2019 at Fullerton, Calif. (Fullerton JC)

Score by Innings | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | R | H | E  
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---  
18U Stripes | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 2 | 6 | 3  
18U Stars | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 0 | 3 | 7 | 1  

18U Stripes starters: 18/c SODERSTROM,T; 22/dh WALLACE, C; 60/lf/1b MILLER, J; 56/lf HENDRICK, A; 6/lf CROW-ARMSTRO; 16/ss SCHRIER, C to dh for GUSCETTE, M. MORALES, Y; 3b/2b MOORE, R; 1/lf BRADFIELD, E; 29/c PARADA, RAJIC, M; 18U Stars starters: 13/lf HASSELL, R; 35/ss TOLENTINO, M; 43/1b VUKOVICH, A; 11/3b HALTER, C; 39/dh WITT, T; 51/cf CREWS, D; 18U Stripes 1st - SODERSTROM,T struck out swinging. WALLACE, C out swinging. MILLER, J struck out looking. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0LOB. 18U Stars 1st - HASSELL, R grounded out to 2b. TOLENTINO, M reached on a fielding error by 2b. VUKOVICH, A grounded into double play 2b to 1b; TOLENTINO, M out on the play. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 0LOB. 18U Stripes 2nd - HENDRICK, A homered, RBI. CROW-ARMSTRO, C walked. BOWSER, D grounded into double play 2b to 1b; SCHRIER, C out on the play. 1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0LOB. 18U Stars 2nd - HALTER, C hit by pitch. WITT, T struck out swinging. MILLER, J struck out looking. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0LOB. 18U Stripes 3rd - SANTOS, A to p for RAJIC, M. HAAS, H struck out swinging. MILLER, J grounded into double play ss to 1b; TOLENTINO, M reached on an error by 1b. HALPIN, P walked. HALPIN, P stole second. HALPIN, P advanced to third on a wild pitch. GUSCETTE, M; 3b/2b MOORE, R struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b. HARRISON, B; 2b/1b MOORE, R stole second. HALPIN, P advanced to third on a wild pitch. GUSCETTE, M grounded into double play 2b to 1b. HARRISON, B; 2b/1b MOORE, R advanced to third on an error by rf. A. HARRISON, B; 2b/1b MOORE, R reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop. HASSELL, R struck out unassisted. 1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 2LOB. 18U Stripes 4th - WALLACE, C popped up to 2b. MILLER, J singled through the right side. HENDRICK, A walked; MILLER, J advanced to second. CROW-ARMSTRO, C flew into double play cf to ss; MILLER, J out on the play. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1LOB. 18U Stars 4th - Batter set to TOLENTINO, M. TOLENTINO, M struck out swinging. VUKOVICH, A struck out swinging. HARRISON, B to c. HARRISON, B doubled to center, ground-rule; VUKOVICH, A advanced to third. CARLSON, M to p for FULTON, D. WITT, T struck out looking. CREWS, D grounded out to ss. 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2LOB. 18U Stripes 5th - COLL, H to ss for TOLENTINO, M. ROMO, D to c for PARADA, K. ROSARIO, A to p for SANTOS, A. LAWLAR, J to ss for SCHRIER, C. LAWLAR, J flew out to cf. BOWSER, D singled to third base. TUCKER, C to 2b for HAAS, H. HAAS, H to 2b for TUCKER, C. HAAS, H grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b; BOWSER, D out on the play. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0LOB. 18U Stars 5th - SODERSTROM,T to 3b. WALLACE, C to 1b. MILLER, J to c.